MARCH 7th
March
11th Labour Day
15th Regional Swimming
18th School Council
19th House Cross
Country
27th Grandparent’s Day
April
3rd Twilight Sports
5th End of Term
2.30pm finish
NO LUNCH ORDERS

TERM DATES FOR 2019
TERM 1
30th Jan—5th April
TERM 2
23rd April—28th June
TERM 3
15th July—20th Sept
TERM 4
7th Oct—20th December

PRINCIPAL’S NEWS
PREP FAMILY NIGHT
We had an amazing number of Prep families attend the Prep Fun
Night on Tuesday. It was lovely to see the students and their
families enjoying the activities. Congratulations to Deb Houghton
and the Prep team for the successful organisation of this night.
A special thankyou to Dale Goldsmith, Aaron Thomson, Colin
Hartley, Lauren Wite, Helen Clark, Cornelia Tyrrell and Donna
Krenn for organising the fun activities. Thanks also to Megan
Foote from our PFA for coming along and providing icy-poles after the activities. Please see the article and photos in this edition of the newsletter.
CONGRATULATIONS BETH THOMAS!
Last weekend Beth’s husband, Dean, had a 30th birthday celebration which turned into a wedding!! Only the family knew of
this plan so all the guests were totally surprised.
Congratulations to Beth and Dean and we wish them well.
SCHOOL CLEAN UP DAY
On Monday our school acknowledged the National Clean-Up Day
with all staff and students cleaning up our grounds for 20
minutes after lunch. It was very pleasing to see students taking
pride in our school and clearing all rubbish from our playgrounds.
Teachers used this opportunity to discuss with their students
the impact of rubbish on our environment.
STAFF CARPARKS
Last week I put this item in the newsletter out of concern for
children’s safety. Unfortunately there are still some parents
using the staff carpark to collect their children. We have seen,
from the office, children running from their classes, straight
onto the carpark without looking and meeting their parents. I
would again ask all parents, especially those of Grade 3 & 4
children to NOT use the staff carpark closest to the office at
either end of the day please. In addition, we ask parents to not
park in the carpark beyond the crossing near the Prep classrooms as well. It is really dangerous to have cars in that area
with so many children and adults moving between buildings. Thank
you for your cooperation.
KNOX FESTIVAL – CHOIR PERFORMANCES
Around 40 students from Grades 1-6 performed at the Knox
Festival on Saturday, despite the very high temperature! All
three choirs performed and sang beautifully and were wonderful
ambassadors for our school. I would like to thank Colin Hartley,
Greg Oswald and Cornelia Tyrrell for preparing the children so
well and attending on the day.

SHORT WEEK APPROACHING – PUBLIC HOLIDAY
Next Monday, 11th March, is the Labour Day public holiday and I’m sure we will all enjoy
the long weekend. Take care on the roads if you are travelling.
SECONDARY SCHOOL OPEN NIGHT
Boronia K-12 College is having an Open Night on Tuesday 2nd April at 6pm. I would encourage parents to take this opportunity to visit the school, learn about their programs and
meet staff.
HOME READING
Every child is expected to read every day. This includes weekends and we would encourage
every child to aim for a minimum of 20-30 minutes per day. This may mean being read to,
attempting sight words or linking pictures to words in the early years, right through to 2030 minutes plus of independent reading in the senior school. Research tells us that students who read for more than 30 minutes a day will achieve significantly higher results than
those who do not.
DIVISIONAL SWIMMING
Yesterday we had 4 students representing The Basin Primary School at the Division Swimming competition at Aquanation in Ringwood. Each of the swimmers performed to their best
against strong competition. Please see a report in this newsletter. Thank-you to Aaron
Thomson and the parents who provided support on the day.
ANNUAL PERMISSION NOTICE
The Basin Primary School offers a range of activities that require the written consent of
parents or guardians. To save extensive paperwork, several of these activities can be covered by gaining your written consent only once each year. A notice has been sent home with
explanatory notes for your personal reference. Please sign and return the attached consent
page to your child’s teacher as soon as possible.
SOLAR POWERED 40KM/H SPEED SIGNS
Nearly three years ago, concerned for our families safety entering and exiting the school
grounds along Liverpool Road, we investigated the installation of solar 40km/h speed signs.
This time last year, I was informed we were on a list and yesterday we received an email
notifying us that four electronic speed limit signs will be installed on Liverpool Road in late
March and activated in April. These electronic speed limit signs will replace the existing
static school zone speed signs.
OFFICIAL OPENENING
Yesterday I received a call from Jackson Taylor, the new Bayswater MP, notifying me that
Minister Merlino will be visiting our school on Friday 22nd March between 2:00 – 2:45pm to
officially open our new gymnasium and acknowledge the $6 million dollar State Government
investment in our school. During his visit, I will be speaking to Minister Merlino and seeking
further funds to complete oval and asphalting works around the school.

‘RESILIENCE’ – MICHAEL FULLAN

I am a firm believer that as a parent and educator, we need to teach our children about
‘resilience’. Many of you may have heard of Michael Fullan who has written many articles
related to raising and educating children. I really liked his article on resilience and thought
it worthwhile sharing with you.
Resilience has proven to be one of the most important factors in predicting success as an
adult. The ability to bounce back, regulate emotions and cope with stress are key traits in
a healthy, functioning person. Resilience also helps prevent anxiety and depression. It is
something we need to be instilling in our children.
As a child’s first educators, parents can’t leave it to early learning centres, pre-schools
and schools to develop their child’s resilience. It’s something that parents need to be constantly developing. Building resilience is not a program, but should be an approach or mindset that guides your parenting. Here are five principles/ideas that you can easily adapt to
develop a strong sense of resilience in your child.

1. Develop your child’s self-sufficiency
Self-esteem is an essential element for resilience. It teflon coats children against rejection
and self-doubt. The foundation for self-esteem is self-sufficiency. It’s the simple things
such as feeding yourself as a toddler, making your own snacks in primary school and making
your own lunch in secondary school that build self-esteem. Mastery over your own life provides a strong sense of self, which is an important piece of the resilience puzzle.
2. Allow kids to resolve their own problems
Resilience is developed when children own and resolve their own problems, whether those
problems are learning, relational or organisational challenges. A lunch left at home is a
child’s problem to solve – either he borrows or goes without. A teenager who sleeps in on a
school day needs to be allowed to manage the inconvenience of the situation, experience the
stress that comes with being late and find a solution to avoid a repeat. Look for ways to
coach your kids through social, physical and learning challenges but resist the urge to interfere or rescue kids unless it’s absolutely necessary.
3. Encourage play (and mucking around) at every age
Encourage your child to play and be playful. As a community we seem to hold little store in
the value of free, child-initiated, or even teenager-initiated, play. It’s almost as if play
time is a waste of valuable learning time. As any adult who experienced the joys of ‘mucking
around’ as a child or young person will know, free play has huge benefits. These include
helping children manage fear, providing opportunities to negotiate risk, and learning how to
work flexibly with others. Importantly, free play and mucking around help children experience and tame stress, which is essential for resilience.
4. Focus on face-to-face friendships
Healthy peer relationships are important protective factors against anxiety and depression
for children and young people. From a resilience perspective, peer relationships are most
potent when connections are face-to-face rather than through a digital medium. Studies
are now showing how simple face-to-face social engagement has a massive positive impact
on wellbeing. Positive face-to-face engagement – a smile, a wink or a nod – releases oxytocin, which increases trust and reduces cortisol (stress hormone). These simple face-to-face
interactions also release dopamine, which makes us feel better. For the sake of your child’s
resilience, encourage more face-to-face interactions, model healthy socialisation and help
them balance their time between the online and real worlds.
5. Tell stories of resilience
Storytelling is a powerful way of shaping children’s understanding of how the world works.
According to a recent study, children who hear stories about family members overcoming
obstacles are more resilient and display more grit in the face of challenges. The most helpful stories are those that are realistic, reflecting life’s ups and downs. It’s often stories of
difficulty rather than success that teach and inspire children to persist. Similarly, it helps
to remind children of times you worked hard in the past to overcome obstacles. These
might include how you learned to ride a bike, how you adjusted to moving schools or how you
get along with a seemingly challenging teacher, boss or work colleague.
Perhaps the easiest way to bring resilience into your parenting is to develop a mindset for
resilience. It helps to remember the struggles and difficulties you may have experienced
and be willing to keep kids’ chins up when difficulties and challenges get them down. It’s also helpful to remind kids that things will get better. They always do, which is a fabulous
resilience lesson to learn.

Graeme Russell
Principal

March
3rd
4th
5th
8th
9th

Hudson D
Indi O
Harvey V
Brodee M
Connor D
Finley D
Max N
Havyn P
Micah D
Chelsea B
Hayley A

